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Abstract
The condition of bearings has a significant impact on the healthy operation of mechanical equipment, which leads to a
tremendous attention on fault diagnosis algorithms. However, due to the complex working environment and severe noise
interference, training a robust bearing fault diagnosis model is considered to be a difficult task. To address this problem,
a multiscale frequency division denoising network (MFDDN) model is proposed, where the frequency division denoising
modules are presented to extract the detail fault features, and multiscale convolution neural network is employed to learn and
enrich the overall fault features through two-scale convolution channels communication. The stacking convolution pooling
layers are adopted to deepen the large-scale convolution channel and learn abundant global features. To remove the noise
in the small-scale convolution channel, the frequency division denoising layers are constructed based on wavelet analysis to
acquire the features of noise, where the input feature map is separated into high frequency and low-frequency features, and
a sub-network based on attention mechanism is established for adaptive denoising. The superior features of MFDDN are the
fusion of important fault features at each scale and custom learning of fine-grained features for the adaptive denoising, which
improves the network feature extraction capability and noise robustness. This paper compares the performance of MFDDN
with several common bearing fault diagnosis models on two benchmark bearing fault datasets. Extensive experiments show
the state-of-the-art performance including robustness, generalization, and accuracy compared to the other methods under
complex noise environment.
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Introduction

With the development of the automation and intellectualiza-
tion ofmodernmachinery, the operationmonitoring and fault
diagnosis of machine parts including rolling bearings, gears,
rotors, etc., are vitally important for health assessment and
safety management [1]. Generally, fault diagnosis methods
of the rolling bearing are mainly based on signal processing
and intelligent methods. The former methods such as the fast
Fourier transformation (FFT)method [2, 3], spectral analysis
[4, 5], or wavelet analysis [6–8] are common tools to extract
useful information of operational state fromnoisy sensor data
basedonfiltering, spectral estimation, statistical analysis, etc.
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However, these methods rely on sufficient expert experience
to choose appropriate parameters in the process for filter-
ing, spectral estimation, statistical analysis, etc., according to
the attributes of a signal, such as the amplitude, magnitude,
frequency, phase, duration, shape, etc. [9] For the latter meth-
ods, including support vector machine (SVM) [10, 11], BP
neural network [12, 13], artificial neural network [14], etc.,
they have become increasingly popular for fault detection
and classification since these methods require little exper-
tise for information extraction. Despite these methods have
achieved favorable performance in fault diagnosis, it is still an
arduous task to extract deep feature information from high-
dimensional or complex nonlinear signals because they apply
shallow structures to learn complicated features of the col-
lected data.

Recently, deep learning (DL) method have been intro-
duced as a powerful feature extraction and fault diagnosis
tool for fault recognition. SinceDLmethod employsmultiple
layers and complex deep structure to capture the information
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with high dimensionality and nonlinearity, it is very suitable
for the extraction of nonlinear and temporal features of big
datasets [15]. Some typical DL methods such as the deep
belief network (DBN), long-short term memory(LSTM),
deep automatic encoder (DAE), etc. have achieved important
results and developments in the fault diagnosis of bearings,
gears, rotors, etc. [16–18]. As a representative deep learning
algorithm, convolution neural network (CNN) has the capa-
bility of nonlinear mapping to extract the fault features based
on its local perception and parameter sharing [19–22]. How-
ever, the noise in the collected signal usually blurs the spatial
and temporal features, which causes many difficulties in fea-
ture extraction and fault recognition. Many CNN-based deep
learning methods are proposed to improve the fault diagno-
sis performance of mechanical devices under complex noise
conditions [23–28]. Although these methods can extract the
fault feature of input data by networkmodel under noise envi-
ronment, it is difficult to deal with low signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) signals for fault diagnosis due to the fact that their
spatial resolution is too coarse for CNNs to preserve the cru-
cial multiscale features and remove noise from the signal,
which has limited the accuracy of fault diagnosis in noisy
conditions.

The emerging multiscale CNN methods employ the deep
features at different resolutions and scales for the fault
diagnosis under noise environment, which can extend the
generalization of the features represented and fuse different
feature maps to achieve higher performance. The multiscale
CNN structure can focus on the temporal features of vibra-
tion signals at different scales and mine the vibration signal
data features. The multiscale features usually contain differ-
ent kinds of feature information, and convolutional kernels of
different scale size are constructed in the multiscale structure
to obtain different perceptual fields, which in turn are layered
to learn features at different scales. Yu et al. [29] constructed
a network model to extract multiscale features of vibration
data under noise interference through the embedded mul-
tiscale attention mechanism. Zhang et al. [30] proposed a
fault diagnosis method in the noisy environment based on
the multiscale azimuth feature extraction model. Yu et al.
[31] proposed a multiscale fusion global sparse network
for extracting time-series features of vibration signals for
fault diagnosis in complex environment. In the above men-
tioned techniques, the multiscale CNN-based fault diagnosis
method is the very attractive way since the multiscale archi-
tecture can extract abundant fault features at different scales
from raw input data and obtain more efficient learning capa-
bility, which is helpful for the further improvement of the
performance of the clarification results.

Although multiscale CNN is considered as a practical
and effective method, serious noise interference from the
measuring system can reduce the distinguishing ability of
fault features and undermine the feature differences between

various fault categories, which may lead to low accuracy
and unreliability for the fault diagnosis. Therefore, a spe-
cific denoising operation is required for accurate feature
extraction and fault detection in strong noise environments.
Over the past few decades, traditional signal denoising meth-
ods have been proposed, including various time, frequency
and time-to-frequency conversion methods, which can cap-
ture the desired signal by reducing the noise component
[34–36]. As a classical signal denoising method, wavelet
multi-resolution analysis reveals the local and salient fea-
tures of the signals in the time–frequency domain. In the
wavelet transform, the original input is decomposed into
high-frequency and low-frequency components for denois-
ing based on the wavelet function, where high frequencies
are referred to as signal details and low frequencies are
approximations of the signal. However, the selection of
wavelet functions and denoising thresholds based on expert
experience can be inaccurate, making the denoising effect
inaccurate. To solve above problems, based on the wavelet
denoising concept, we propose a two-channel multiscale
convolution network based on frequency division denois-
ing (MFDNN) for bearing fault diagnosis under complex
noise conditions. Two channels including stacking convo-
lution pooling layers and the frequency division denoising
layers are established to extract global and local features of
bearing vibration signals respectively, which are cascaded
to fuse and capture important fault features at each scale.
Considering the intrinsic multiscale feature of bearing vibra-
tion signals, the frequency division denoising layers based
on wavelet analysis is presented to customize the learning
of fine-grained features for the noise, where the input fea-
ture map is separated into high-frequency and low-frequency
features, and a sub-network based on attention mechanism
is established for adaptive denoising. The output of the mul-
tiscale model is sent to the fully connected layer for feature
aggregation, and then served as input to the Softmax layer to
obtain probabilistic classification results. The novelty of the
proposed method lies in that the feature extraction ability of
the proposed network is enhanced by stacking convolution
kernels and its noise robustness is improved by a multiscale
structure embedded with the frequency division denoising
module.

The main contributions of our work are summarized as
follows.

1. The frequency division denoising module based on fea-
ture scale and rotation invariance is proposed for the
custom learning of fine-grained features for the noise and
the training of the denoising thresholds for the removal
of noise features.

2. Two large-scale and small-scale convolution kernel chan-
nels are constructed respectively to extract the global and
local features of bearing vibration signals in complex
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noisy environments, where the global and local features
are fused by cascading to learn rich fault features for fault
diagnosis.

3. The effectiveness of MFDDN model is verified in dif-
ferent datasets and compared with common models such
as SVM, CNN, etc. in terms of accuracy, robustness and
other parameters to verify the superiority of the proposed
model.

The rest of this paper is described as follows. The relevant
theoretical background of this study is presented in “Pre-
liminaries”. In “Proposed method”, the frequency division
denoising module and multiscale convolution neural net-
work based on frequency division denoising are described. In
“Experiment and analysis”, the generalization of MFDDN is
verified with different bearing datasets and the superiority of
themodel is demonstrated through comparative experiments.
The conclusions are presented in “Conclusion”.

Preliminaries

Multiscale Convolutional Neural Network

As a classical deep learning structure, a convolutional neural
network, or CNN, employs a direct connection of convolu-
tional and pooling layers for feature extraction, where the
fault features at deep and abstract levels can learn and iden-
tify fault patterns. CNNs are aggregated for the invariance
of multi-stage features in classification tasks, and the dis-
criminative power of the network is enhanced by deepening
the number of network layers through multi-layer stacking.
However, deepening the network may lead to the possible
vanishing or explosion in gradient backward conduction,
which increases the fitting difficulty. To solve this problem, a
kind ofmultiple parallel CNNstructures is proposed tomerge
the feature extraction results of each branch by diverse con-
volution kernels and reduces the depth of the network. As
multiscale CNN simply multiply the feature extraction of
multichannel signals, it has unique ability to allocate differ-
ent feature learning polices to different components of the
input signals [32]. As shown in Fig. 1, the top convolution
layers are adopted to learn high-level global information,
and bottom layers are employed to capture the low-level
detail information in the multiscale CNN. Compared to tra-
ditional single-scale CNN, multiscale CNN employs the
top-layer convolutional layer to capture more specific input
feature information and extract low-level abstract features by
deep convolutional kernels for learning detailed information,
which leads to better classification and robust performance
in fault diagnosis [33].

Wavelet analysis

As a powerful and effective tool for the representation of
vibration signals, the wavelet threshold denoising method is
popular in signal processing, where the threshold function
is employed to eliminate out-of-range noise in the wavelet
coefficients [24]. Since useful signals usually appear as low
frequency and noise signals appear as high-frequency signals
in practice, the quality of denoising depends on the selection
of threshold functions in the processing of the signals with
noise in the high-frequency wavelet coefficients. So far, hard
and soft threshold functions are common applied with ease
of operation in the wavelet denoising. The hard threshold
function sets the decomposition coefficients smaller than the
threshold to zero in different scale spaces and retains the
decomposition coefficients larger than the threshold, which
will lead to some fluctuations in the reconstruction of the
original signal due to the fixed threshold setting. The soft
threshold function is to smooth the decomposition coeffi-
cients to avoid fluctuations which exceed the threshold range
as as given by Eq. (1)

y =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

x − δ x > δ

0 −δ ≤ x ≤ δ

x + δ x < −δ

, (1)

where x is the input, y is the output, δ is the threshold param-
eter. The derivative of the soft thresholding function is

∂ y

∂x
=

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

1 x > δ

0 −δ ≤ x ≤ δ

1 x < −δ

. (2)

It can be seen from Eq. (2) that the derivative of the soft
threshold has a similar functions to the ReLu activation func-
tion, which can prevent gradient disappearance or gradient
explosion.

Attentionmechanism

To solve the limitations in CNN feature extraction operation
and improve the training speed of the model, an attention
mechanism is adopted to choose the important parts for pro-
cessing and ignore less important parts, which can learn
the weight distribution between feature maps. The basic
structure of the channel attention mechanism is shown in
Fig. 2 [37]. The operation of the attention module is mainly
divided into two steps, including the squeeze for shrinking
the input data from the previous layer and the excitation for
the acquisition of the correlation between different channels.
In channel attention mechanism, the global average pooling
and maximum pooling are adopted to aggregate the com-
pressed one-dimensional feature information and the fully
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Fig. 1 Classical structure of multiscale CNN

Fig. 2 Basic structure of channel attention mechanism

connected layer is employed to multiply the input by the
weight matrices.

The weight of each channel is obtained by compressing
the spatial dimension of the feature map in the form

zc = Fsq(uc) = 1

H × W

H∑

i=1

W∑

j=1

uc(i , j), (3)

where H is the length of the input feature, W is the width
of the input feature, uc is the input feature, c is the channel
information, zc is the result of the squeeze function, Fsq is
the squeeze function.

Generally, the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) network is
to adjust the weights of each channel and the final weight
matrix can be obtained by Sigmoid function in the form of

Sc = Fex(Z , W ) = σ [g(Z , W )] = σ [W2δ(W1Z)], (4)

where Z is the result of the squeeze function,W1 andW2 are
the weights of hidden cells, δ is the activation function, σ is
the excitation function, Fex is the excitation function.

The weight matrix is adjusted to each channel of the input
feature map by the function Fscale and the final weighted
feature map can be obtained as

X̂c = Fscale(Xc, Sc) = Xc ⊗ Sc, (5)

where⊗ is element by elementmultiplication, XC is the input
feature map, SC is output of the Fex, X̂C is the output feature
map combine with weight matrix.

This simple attention architecture makes it possible to
assign weights to each feature channel, which allows the
model to focus on the useful information and ignore the less
important features to improve the learning performance of
the network.

Proposedmethod

Inspired by the soft threshold denoising inwavelet analysis, a
multiscale frequency division denoising network (MFDDN)
model is proposed, where the frequency division denois-
ing modules are integrated into the multiscale CNN model
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to learn the fine-grained features of the signal and realize
adaptive denoising based on the attention mechanism. The
convolution kernels are applied to perform frequency divi-
sion of the feature maps and allow to extract fine-grained
features for signal denoising. Similarly, the sub-network
based on attention mechanism are designed to allocate the
adaptive threshold for each channel and remove noise-related
feature maps. In addition, the cascading operations in multi-
scale CNN are introduced to fuse the global and local fault
features to capture rich fault features. Finally, the extracted
features from the multiscale network are subsequently cap-
tured by the feature fusion layer and sent to the Softmax layer
for fault classification and diagnosis.

Frequency division denoisingmodule

To overcome the learning difficulties of traditionalmultiscale
CNNfor the fault diagnosis under strongnoise conditions, the
frequency division denoising method is presented to divide
the high and low-frequency information in the feature map
and construct to perform independent denoising, where the
low-frequency component of the input feature map mainly
contains the useful feature information of the signal, and the
high-frequency componentmainly contains the feature of the
noise. According to the scale and rotational invariance of the
features, the feature maps can be divided at different spatial
frequencies to refine its features, which provides customized
feature extraction [38]. To comprehensively remove the fault
features, the attention mechanism is employed to construct a
sub-network for adaptive denoising based on the concept of
wavelet soft thresholding.

The structure of the frequency division denoising module
is shown in Fig. 3. The frequency division denoising mod-
ule is described as follows, which can be divided into two
parts. To enable efficient inter-frequency communication,
the convolution kernel W is divided into two components
W = [WH , WL ], and twoconvolution kernel component can
be divided into processing units of different frequenciesW =
[WH−>H , WH−>L , WL−>H , WL−>L ]. High-frequency
features are fused with low-frequency features after down-
sampling. Similarly, the low-frequency features are fused
with the high-frequency features by up-sampling, as shown
in Fig. 3. The second part is employed to implement adap-
tive threshold denoising. The input features are compressed
through a global average pooling layer to aggregate features.
The scaling parameter of each channel is set by theMLP net-
work. To ensure efficient threshold denoising of frequency
division denoising module, the scaling parameter is set to
a range of 0 to 1 by the Sigmoid function, and the scaling
parameter is multiplied by the absolute value of the feature
map.

After the two-dimensional convolution kernel operation,
the input feature map can be represented as XH × W × C ,

where H andW are the dimensions of the input feature map,
C is the number of channels of the feature map. The length
and width of low-frequency features are set to half of the
length and width of high-frequency features, respectively.
The channels with different frequency features are parti-
tioned by frequency division parameters α, α ∈ [0, 1][0,
1] which means that the number of channels corresponding
to the low-frequency component is αC , and the number of
channels corresponding to the high-frequency feature com-
ponent is (1−α)C . The featuremaps of different frequencies
are

XL = X0.5H×0.5W×αC , (6)

XH = XH×W×(1−α)C , (7)

where XL and XH are the low-frequency and high-frequency
components in the feature map respectively.

The feature information of different frequencies at the
position (p, q) of the input feature map is learned by a con-
volution kernel in the form of

Y H
p, q = Y H→H

p, q + Y L→H
p, q =

∑

i , j∈Nk

W H→H
i+ k−1

2 , j+ k−1
2

T
XH

p+i , q+ j

+
∑

i , j∈Nk

W L→H
i+ k−1

2 , j+ k−1
2

T
XL

(� p
2 �+i)(� q

2 �+ j)
,

Y L
p, q = Y L→L

p, q + Y H→L
p, q =

∑

i , j∈Nk

W L→L
i+ k−1

2 , j+ k−1
2

T
X L

p+i , q+ j

+
∑

i , j∈Nk

W H→L
i+ k−1

2 , j+ k−1
2

T
X H

(� p
2 �+i+0.5)(� q

2 �+ j+0.5)
,

(8)

where the sampling operation is represented by a factor of
2 and the dimensionality of the feature map is consistent by
moving half a step, Y H

p, q .and Y L
p, q are the high-frequency

output and low-frequency output of the current position,
respectively.

The frequency-divided feature maps are applied as the
input to the sub-network for denoising. The squeeze func-
tion performs a global average pooling of the input high-
frequency and low-frequency features respectively as

yc = Fsq
(
Y H
c

)
= 1

H × W

H∑

p=1

W∑

q=1

Y H
c (p, q)

yc′ = Fsq
(
Y L
c′

)
= 1

0.5H × 0.5W

0.5H∑

p=1

0.5W∑

q=1

Y L
c′ (p, q),

(9)

where Fsq is the squeeze function to carry out global average
pooling on the input feature map, Y H

c and Y L
c′ are the outputs

of global average pooling. The output of the global average
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Fig. 3 Frequency division denoising module

pooling is obtained by the nonlinear transformation of a fully
connected network in the form of

S = Fex(y, W ) = σ(g(y, W )) = σ(W2δ(W1y))

S′ = Fex(y
′, W ) = σ(g(y′, W )) = σ(W2δ(W1y

′)),
(10)

where Fex is the excitation function, W1 and W2 are the
parameters of the full connection layer, δ is the ReLu activa-
tion function, σ is the Sigmoid activation function, F scale is
weighted with the input feature map in the form of

Ŷ H = Fscale(S) = SY H

Ŷ L = Fscale(S
′) = S′Y L ,

(11)

where S and S′ are denoising threshold matrix, Y H and Y L

are the high and low-frequency features, Ŷ H and Ŷ L are high
and low-frequency feature maps with denoising thresholds
assigned, respectively. The output is obtained by the fusion
of the high and low-frequency components in the featuremap
as

Y = Ŷ H + fupsample(Ŷ
L), (12)

where fupsample is the up-sampling operation, and Y is the
output result of the frequency division denoising module.

Multiscale network based on frequency division
denoising

Aiming at the problem of low identification ability of the
model in the feature extraction, we propose a customized
learning method to extract specific fine-grained features,
which can improve network accuracy and enhance network
robustness in complex noise environment. A multiscale net-
work is constructed to extract the multiscale features of the
bearing vibration signal, where the two convolutional kernels
with different scales are constructed to extract features of
different scales, as shown in Fig. 4. The large-scale convolu-
tional kernels are employed to extract global features through
large perceptual fields, and stacked convolutional layers are
constructed to enhance the feature extraction capability of
the network. In the small-scale convolution channel, the fea-
tures are extracted by convolution kernel to focus on the local
feature information and enhance the denoising capability of
the network. The local feature of small-scale convolution
channels is refinedby stackingmulti-layer frequencydivision
denoising modules, and the number of customized modules
is determined through experiments guided by model accu-
racy. We comprehensively discuss the number of frequency
division denoising modules in the model evaluation. It fol-
lows that the classification accuracy ofmultiscaleCNNunder
noisy conditions can be enhanced by embedding multiple
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Fig. 4 Structure of MFDDN model

Table 1 Parameters of the
MFDDN model Serial number Convolution kernel size Output size Zero padding

Conv1_1 5 × 5 × 16 16 × 16 × 16 Is

Pool1_1 2 × 2 × 16 8 × 8 × 16 No

Conv1_2 3 × 3 × 16 16 × 16 × 16 Is

Pool1_2 2 × 2 × 16 8 × 8 × 16 No

Conv2_1 3 × 3 × 32 8 × 8 × 32 Is

Pool2_1 2 × 2 × 32 4 × 4 × 32 No

FrequencyConv1_2 3 × 3 × 32 4 × 4 × 32
2 × 2 × 32

Is

Conv1_3 3 × 3 × 64 4 × 4 × 64 Is

Pool1_3 2 × 2 × 64 2 × 2 × 64 No

FrequencyConv2_2 3 × 3 × 64 2 × 2 × 64
1 × 1 × 64

Is

Conv1_4 3 × 3 × 64 2 × 2 × 64 Is

Pool1_4 2 × 2 × 64 1 × 1 × 64 No

FrequencyConv3_2 3 × 3 × 64 1 × 1 × 64 Is

Fcn 256 × 1 256 × 10 No

Softmax 10 10 /

frequency division denoising layers in the small-scale con-
volutional channel. To extract rich feature information, the
feature information between different channels is fused by
cascade operation, thus further improving the feature extrac-
tion capability of the model for the multiscale feature.

The MFDDN network for bearing fault diagnosis is
described as follows. A multiscale network is constructed
by two convolutional channels at different scales. The large-
scale convolution channel contains four convolution pool
layers to improve the learning capacity of the network

and the small-scale convolution channel contains three fre-
quency division denoising modules are stacked to enhance
the denoising capability of the network. The scaling the out-
put featuremapof the frequency division denoisingmodule is
transmitted to the large-scale convolution channel for the fea-
ture fusion of different channels. In the feature fusion layer,
the features of the two convolution channels are fused and
transferred to the full connection layer. Finally, the Softmax
classifier is introduced to output the fault classes and distri-
bution probabilities.
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Fig. 5 MFDDN framework

Fig. 6 Two-dimensional matrix transformation

The parameters of the MFDDNmodel are shown in Table
1. A two-channelmultiscale network is constructed to extract
features through convolution kernels at different scales. In the
large-scale convolution channel, a 5 × 5 convolution kernel
is employed for feature extraction to obtain global features,
and the 3×3 convolution kernels are to increase the depth to
enhance feature extract ability. In the small-scale convolution
channel, a 3× 3 convolution kernel is introduced to improve
the nonlinear fitting ability of the network,where the stacking
frequency division denoising modules are employed to elim-
inate the noise of the feature map. The output features from

the two-channel multiscale network are sent to the full con-
nection layer for feature fusion. TheReLu activation function
is adopted to obtain nonlinear features and the Softmax func-
tion is applied for classification.

TheMFDDN framework

To sum up, a multiscale convolutional neural network based
on frequency division denoising is proposed for fault diag-
nosis in complex noise environments. As shown in Fig. 5, the
architecture of the MFDDN can be divided into three sub-
modules, including the data processing module, the training
module, and the fault diagnosis module. In the data process-
ing module, the vibration signals are overlapping sampled
and transformed into the 2-dimensional matrix as the input,
including training dataset, validation dataset, and test dataset.
The MFDDN model learns the correlation between the data
from the input data in the training module, where a mul-
tiscale architecture is constructed to learn the multiscale
features between of the vibration data, and the frequency
division denoising modules are embedded in the network to
customize the learning of fine-grained features for the adap-
tive denoising. In the fault diagnosis module, the test set data
is used to evaluate the diagnosis accuracy of the MFDDN
model.Unlike traditionalCNN-based fault diagnosismodels,
the MFDDN model introduces frequency division denoising
modules to remove noisy features from the feature map and
a multiscale CNN with a cascade structure was constructed
to extract richer fault features.

The specific program for theMFDDNmodel is as follows.
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Fig. 7 The acquisition device of
MaFaulDa

Table 2 Specification parameters of the MaFaulDa experimental setup

The specification Specification parameters

The motor 1/4 CV DC

Frequency range 700–3600 rpm

System weight 22 kg

Shaft diameter 16 mm

Axis length 520 mm

The rotor 15.24 cm

Bearing span
Ball number
The ball diameter

390 mm
8
0.7145 cm

Basic standard frequency 1.8710 CPM/RPM

Frequency of outer ring failure 2.9980 CPM/RPM

Internal loop failure frequency 5.0020 CPM/RPM

1. The input data are transformed into a two-dimensional
matrix,which can divided into training dataset, validation
dataset and test dataset.

2. The training dataset is sent into the MFDDN model for
training. The early stop method or the performance of
the validation dataset is introduced to be the stopping
criterion of the training process.

3. The test dataset is sent to the trained network through
the Softmax layer for probabilistic classification and the
diagnostic results are obtained.

Experiment and analysis

In this section, the viability of the MFDDNmodel is demon-
strated to explore the performances of MFDDN and verify
the effectiveness of its diagnosis on two bearing datasets,

including bearing fault data set from Rio de Janeiro Fed-
eral University (MaFaulDa) [40] and Case Western Reserve
University (CWRU) [39]. The MFDDN is implemented in
Python 3.6 and TensorFlow 1.14 on Windows 64-bit operat-
ing system with the CPU Core is i5-7200 and 8G RAM.

Data preprocessing

The input data is standardized by overlapping sampling
method as

x = x ′ − μ

σ
, (13)

where the input can be expressed as x ′ = [x1, x2, . . . , xN ],
N is the number of sampling points, the μ is the mean value
of the input, σ is the standard deviation of the input. The μ

and σ in the form of

μ = 1

N

D∑

i=1

x ′(i), (14)

σ =
√
√
√
√ 1

N

N∑

i=1

(x ′(i) − μ)2, (15)

where D is the number of data of each sample. As the
two-dimensional input can contain more correlations of the
original vibration information, the standardized vibration
data is converted into the two-dimensional matrix, as shown
in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 8 Time domain waveform of MaFaulDa database under different faults

Case 1: Validation experiment with MaFaulDa

Data description and parameters setting

The MaFaulDa bearing data acquisition setup is shown in
Fig. 7, including three industrial monitoring instrumenta-
tion sensors, a type 601A01 accelerometer (axial, radial and
tangential), a motor, a tachometer tomeasure the rotation fre-
quency of the system, and a microphone to capture the sound
of the system.

The basic specifications of the bearing failure test stand
are shown in Table 2 and the time domain diagram is shown
in Fig. 8. The collected bearing dataset is labeled from 0
to 4 corresponding to five working states, including nor-
mal state, unbalanced fault, outer ring fault, inner ring fault,
and rolling body fault. For each label, there are 500 samples
for each state and 1024 sampling points for each sample. In
this experiment, the fivefold cross-validation experiment was
introduced to evaluate the model. The data set was divided
into five parts, four of which were used as the training set
and one as the test set. To adjust the parameters in the model,
the test set was divided into two parts, including validation
set and test set. Therefore, the dataset was partitioned into
training set, validation set, and test set with a ratio of 8:1:1.
The validation set with the same distribution as the test set is
constructed to estimate the training level of the model, and
the test set of equal size is provided to test the performance
of the model. The vibration data is transformed into a two-
dimensional matrix to acquire abundant feature information
for feature extraction and fault classification, where the size

is converted from 1 × 1024 to 32 × 32 as input to the model
for each sample.

In the training process, Adam optimizer is introduced to
optimize the parameters since it has strong generalization
capabilities in the presence of gradient noise. To improve
the network convergence and classification performance of
MFDDN, the experiments on the selection of hyperpa-
rameters are conducted under the noise environment. The
accuracy and loss values of the model with different epochs
and bitch size are introduced to verify in Fig. 9, and the
maximum classification accuracy with different frequency
division coefficients α are shown in Table 3.

As shown in Fig. 9, the classification accuracy for
MFDDN model reaches the maximum when the frequency
separation parameter α is 0.5. It can be seen that the accu-
racy of the model has been improved with the increase of the
epochs and the loss has reached a minimum when the bitch
size is set to 64 and the epochs is 100.

As can be seen in Table 3, the classification accuracy for
the model reaches the highest when frequency separation
parameter α is 0.5, due to its capability to distinguish the
noise features in the fault features. When the frequency sep-
aration parameter α is smaller than 0.5, more low-frequency
features are separated into the high-frequency features and
many useful fault features are removed during the deniosing.
On the other hand, a large number of high-frequency features
are mixed with low-frequency features, which results in the
failure of the feature extraction for the noise. Therefore, the
frequency separation parameter α of the MFDDN model is
set to 0.5, the bitch size is set to 64, and the epochs is set to
100.
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Fig. 9 Accuracy graphs and loss function graphs with different hyperparameters (SNR = − 4)
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Table 3 Maximum accuracy and
minimum loss of MFDDN model Frequency division parameters α = 0.125 α = 0.25 α = 0.5 α = 0.625 α = 0.75

Maximum accuracy(SNR = − 4) 65.3% 71.4% 78.6% 74.1% 66.7%

Minimum loss(SNR = − 4) 1.332 0.662 0.283 0.467 0.861

Bold represents the optimal performance under different conditions

Fig. 10 Confusion matrix for the noiseless MaFaulDa dataset

Noiseless experimental analysis

In this section, the noiseless vibration signal is exploited to
verify the performance ofMFDDN. The diagnostic accuracy
of the model is 100% without noise, as shown in Fig. 10.
Without noise interference, the MFDDN model has strong
feature extraction capability and achieves excellent diagnos-
tic accuracy.

Performance verification experiment in noise environment

Figure 11 and Table 4 compare the fault diagnosis accu-
racy of MFDDN, SVM, Random Forest, KNN, CNN, a
CNN model based on training Interference(TICNN) [26], a
multiscale CNN model based on denoising auto-encoders
(MSACAE-CNN) [18], a hybrid model of LSTM and
ResNet (ResNet-LSTM) [41], and an improved multiscale
CNN model combining feature attention mechanism (IMS-
FACNN) [42] for the input signal with – 4 to 8 dB Gaussian
white noise.

It can be seen from Fig. 11 and Table 4 that the diag-
nostic accuracy of the MFDDN method is superior to other
models under different SNR from − 4 to 8. Specifically,
the MFDDN has satisfactory improvement compared to the
other models at SNR of − 4. With the increase of SNR,

the model accuracy has been ahead of other models, which
indicates thatMFDDN has shown excellent denoising ability
and feature extraction ability through customized design. The
above experimental results show that multiscale features are
extracted for learning and theMFDDNnetwork performance
is satisfactory by customized fine-grained features.

The confusion matrix is introduced to explore the diagno-
sis results of different fault types of the MFDDN under the
SNRof− 4, 0, 4, and 8 respectively in Fig. 12. As can be seen
from Fig. 12, MFDDN has higher classification accuracy for
the data with fault labels of 1 in low SNR.With the improve-
ment of SNR, the classification accuracy ofMFDDN for each
fault has been significantly improved. The results show that
theMFDDNmodel refines the features through the frequency
division denoisingmodule to learn the effective feature infor-
mation in a customized learning way to improve the model
accuracy.

Case 2: Validation experiment with CWRU

Data description

The rolling bearing data acquisition center is shown in
Fig. 13. The bearing data acquisition device consists of a 1.5
KW (2 HP) motor, a torque sensor (decoder), and a power
meter which was installed on the drive end bearing seat. The
acceleration sensor is employed to collect the vibration accel-
eration signal of the bearing fault. In this experiment, the
speed of the test bearing is set to 1730–1797 rpm. There
are three types of faults with diameters of 0.007 in., 0.014
in., and 0.021 in. The bearing operating conditions for com-
plex work can be obtained by adding different loads to the
motor, including 0HP, 1HP, 2HP, and 3HP.The signals in time
domain of 10 bearing working states are shown in Fig. 14.

Noiseless experimental results analysis

The each bearing state consists of 1000 samples, where each
sample consists of 1024 sequential data points of the original
vibration signal. For each sample, 1× 1024 one-dimensional
data were converted into 32 × 32 two-dimensional feature
matrices to retain the correlation between raw input data.
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Fig. 11 Diagnostic accuracy of
different models under different
noise conditions

Table 4 Results of different network model under different SNR

Fault diagnosis
model

SNR = − 4
(%)

SNR = − 2
(%)

SNR = 0
(%)

SNR = 2
(%)

SNR = 4
(%)

SNR = 6
(%)

SNR = 8
(%)

Avg
(%)

MFDDN 78.6 84.7 92.4 95.2 97.5 98.2 99.2 92.2

SVM 28.3 29.2 33.2 50.5 81.9 85.2 87.3 56.5

Random Forest 32.6 43.5 52.4 61.7 66.3 74.5 86.2 59.6

KNN 30.1 36.4 42.5 54.2 64.8 72.1 83.4 54.7

CNN 28.6 30.3 32.9 58.7 68.6 70.3 75.2 52.1

TICNN 33.4 48.2 51.3 61.5 71.4 81.7 85.6 61.8

MSACAE-CNN 62.4 80.1 83.2 91.4 96.2 96.4 96.1 86.5

ResNet-LSTM 31.3 43.1 49.6 63.8 80.7 82.6 88.1 62.7

IMS-FACNN 44.6 52.3 65.6 77.1 83.2 89.7 91.7 72.0

Bold represents the optimal performance under different conditions

Without noise interference, the average recognition accu-
racy of the MFDDN achieves 100%. The diagnostic confu-
sion matrix results in the noiseless state in Fig. 15 indicate
that the dataset are correctly classified.

Performance verification experiment in noise environment

The diagnostic accuracy of MFDDN model at the different
SNR are shown in Fig. 16 and Table 5. Table 5 depicts the
comparison of the diagnostic accuracy ofMFDDNwith other
state-of-the-art models at different SNR.

The MFDDN performances excellent performance in
different noise environments, as shown in Table 5. The aver-
age diagnostic accuracy of the proposed model is superior
to SVM, KNN, Random Forest, CNN, MSACEAE-CNN,
TICNN, ResNet-LSTM, IMS-FACNN. The model accuracy
reaches 100% at 2 dB SNR level, which is far better than
other models. Experimental results show that the MFDDN

possesses higher accuracy for different datasets due to the
customized structural design of fine-grained feature infor-
mation being learned by the model. Figure 16 visualizes the
accuracy trend as the SNR increases. The accuracy variation
of MFDDN is compared to other models, which indicates
that the fine-grained feature learning capability enables the
network to have stronger robustness.

To further analyze the learning ability of the network for
the features of original bearing vibration signals and explore
the learning rate of the network, t-random adjacent embed-
ding (T-SNE) algorithm is introduced for two-dimensional
visualization. Figure 17 shows the feature distribution of
MFDDN training samples when the SNR is − 4. With the
increase of epochs, MFDDN can remove the noisy features
and retain the effective fault features of the data, which shows
the effectiveness of the frequency division denoisingmodule.

The confusion matrix was introduced to evaluate the
model and explore the bearing fault diagnosis performance
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Fig. 12 Confusion matrix of fault diagnosis model

of MFDDN under four SNR conditions. As can be seen from
Fig. 18, MFDDN has a low diagnostic accuracy for faults
1 and 2. With the increase of SNR, the precise control of
fine-grained features enables the network to have a stronger
ability to identify all types of faults.

Diagnostic experiments of noise test data under different
loads

The diagnostic accuracy of MFDDN is tested under dif-
ferent load domains at − 2 dB SNR level. The diagnostic
accuracy with SVM, KNN, Random Forest, CNN, TICNN,

MSACAE-CNN, ResNet-LSTM, and IMS-FACNN models,
the experimental results are shown in Fig. 19. Three data
sets under different loads (1HP, 2HP, 3HP) were introduced
as experimental data, which were respectively represented as
data set A, data set B, and data set C.

The horizontal axis of Fig. 19 represents the load variation.
For example, A→B represents data set A as the training data
and data set B as the test data. The vertical axis represents the
experimental accuracy. Table 6 shows the diagnostic accu-
racy of the bearings in the noisy environment under varying
loads.
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Fig. 13 a The bearing data acquisition device of CWRU and b sketch of the device

Fig. 14 Vibration signals of CWRU under 2 horsepower (hp)

The fitness of the MFDDN is verified in this section by
training in one dataset and testing in the other, as shown in
Table 6. It can be observed that MFDDN has a higher diag-
nostic accuracy of 95.1%, indicating that it can extract feature
information with domain invariance from the original signal.
The MFDDN model possesses stronger robustness in com-
plex environments, which proves that the features learned by

MFDDN from the original signal are more domain invariant
than other fault diagnosis model.
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Fig. 15 Confusion matrix of CWRU dataset in noiseless condition

Evaluationmodel

Ablation experiment

In this section, we validate the functionality of each mod-
ule to verify the effectiveness of key components under two
baseline datasets, and the SNR of the signal is set to − 4.
The customized learning provides theMFDDNwith effective
fine-grained features to denoise, where diagnostic accuracy
is employed as a guide to determine the number of frequency
division denoising modules. Table 7 shows the diagnos-
tic accuracy with different numbers of frequency division
denoising modules.

Table 7 indicates that the model reaches maximum accu-
racy with the number of modules set to 3, which means that
the network has extracted specific fine-grained features at
this point. As the number of custom modules increases, the
effective features can be removed by the frequency division
denoising module leads to degradation of model accuracy.

To further explore the influence of each key component
on the accuracy of the model, we propose the following four
different ablation models. A MFDDN model without mul-
tiscale structure (MFDDN-FDD-WM) was constructed to
validate the effect of the multiscale architecture on model
accuracy, which was embedded with three frequency divi-
sion denoisingmodule. TheMFDDN-FDD-WMmodel does
not include the multiscale architecture, which was differ-
ent from MFDDN. A MFDDN model without frequency
division denoising module (MFDDN-WFDD) was estab-
lished to evaluate the impact of the frequency division
denoising module on the model accuracy. A MFDDNmodel
without frequency division operation (MFDDN-WFD) was
employed to analyze the impact of frequency division on the

model accuracy based on the denoising sub-network, which
was embedded in the denoising sub-network compared with
MFDDN.AMFDDNmodelwithout sub-network (MFDDN-
WN) was built to verify the effect of denoising sub-networks
on model accuracy. The two datasets with SNR = − 4 were
evaluated formodule functionality of theMFDDN.The accu-
racy comparison results are shown in Table 8.

In this study, four ablation experimental studies were car-
ried out to verify the impact of key components in MFDDN
onmodel accuracy. As shown in Table 8, themultiscale struc-
ture can effectively improve the ability of themodel to extract
multiscale features, which in turn improves the diagnostic
accuracy. The comparison of the results between MFDDN
and MFDDN-WFDDN demonstrates the effectiveness of
the frequency division denoising module by fine-grained
feature denoising. The comparison of the MFDDN-WFD
shows that frequency division can provide the network with
more fine-grained features to learn. The accuracy compari-
sonwithMFDDN-WNshows that the denoising sub-network
improves the denoising ability of the frequency division
denoising module by adaptively setting the denoising thresh-
old. TheMFDDNmodel achieves 78.6%and96.5%accuracy
on the two datasets by extracting fine-grained features using
the sub-network to set the denoising threshold, respectively.

Evaluation indicators

We evaluate the performance of the MFDDN model by
parameters, floating point operations (FLOGs) and running
time. The bearing data of CWRU with a SNR of − 2 were
used to evaluate the complexity of the model. As shown
in Table 9, the parameters, FLOGs, and running time of
MFDDN are larger than most models, which leads to a
higher complexity of MFDDN compared to other models.
This makes the current stage of the model difficult when it
comes to practical industrial applications. At the same time,
the small amount of fault data in industrial sites leads to the
model without sufficient samples for training. The transfer
learning as an effective method can significantly improve the
classification recognition accuracy for tasks with inadequate
samples. Therefore, our subsequent goal is to reduce the com-
plexity of the model based on transfer learning and maintain
the accuracy for practical industrial applications.

Conclusion

A MFDDN model is presented for the intelligent fault diag-
nosis, which can mine multiscale features and time-series
features of vibration signals under complex noise conditions.
A multiscale structure was constructed to extract features of
vibration signals and embeds the frequency division denois-
ing modules for customized fine-grained feature learning for
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adaptive denoising in the feature map.With the proposed fre-
quency division denoising module, the feature map is refined
to customize the removal of noise from the feature map,
and a sub-network is constructed with adaptive denoising.
We choose the hyperparameters of the model with accuracy-
oriented, where epoch is set to 100 and bitch size is set to 64.
The data set is divided into training set, validation set, and
test set in the ratio of 8:1:1 based on fivefold cross-validation.
To verify the robustness and adaptability of the model, we
validate the MFDDN model on the MaFaulDa and CWRU
datasets and compare it with other classical models. The pro-
posed MFDDN achieves an average accuracy of 100% in

a noiseless environment and 92.2% in different noisy envi-
ronments, respectively. Such performance outperforms other
models on the MaFaulDa dataset. For the CWRU dataset,
the proposed MFDDN also achieved an average accuracy of
100% in the noiseless environment and reached an average
accuracy of 99.1% in different noisy environments, which
is higher than other models. In the variable load noise envi-
ronment, MFDDN achieves an accuracy of 95.1%, which
is higher than other models. The ablation experiments were
designed to evaluate the impact of each key component on the
accuracy of the model. The above results show that MFDDN
achieves advanced bearing fault diagnosis accuracy, and the

Fig. 16 Broken line graph of diagnosis results of each model under different SNR

Table 5 Comparison table of model diagnosis results under noise environment

Diagnosis model SNR = − 4 (%) SNR = − 2 (%) SNR = 0 (%) SNR = 2 (%) SNR = 4 (%) SNR = 6 (%) Avg (%)

MFDDN 96.5 98.7 99.6 100 100 100 99.1

SVM 68.3 81.2 91.2 94.5 98.9 100 89.0

KNN 66.3 82.6 90.4 93.1 98.1 99.3 88.3

Random Forest 72.4 86.3 93.4 98.1 99.6 100 91.6

CNN 62.8 80.3 90.1 97.6 99.6 100 88.4

MSACAE-CNN 82.1 93.2 98.3 99.1 99.8 100 95.4

TICNN 81.3 91.2 92.2 95.4 98.3 99.1 92.9

ResNet-LSTM 80.8 82.3 92.5 97.8 99.8 100 92.2

IMS-FACNN 83.6 88.2 93.1 94.3 98.0 99.4 92.1

Bold represents the optimal performance under different conditions
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Fig. 17 Feature distribution visualization of MFDDN

customizable fine-grained feature processing method pro-
vided by the frequency division denoising module enables
the model to reach high diagnostic accuracy and excellent
robustness under complex conditions. However, the num-
ber of parameters, computational effort and running time are
introduced to evaluate the model complexity, which is higher
than that other common models. At the same time, due to the
small sample of fault data in industrial sites, the accuracy

of the MFDDN under small sample is more demanding. In
the subsequent study, we will focus on reducing the com-
plexity of the model by adding 1× 1 convolutional layers or
separating convolutions and applying transfer learning to the
MFDDN optimization.
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Fig. 18 Confusion matrix of fault diagnosis results under different SNR
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Fig. 19 Diagnosis accuracy under different loads in the noise environment

Table 6 Comparison of test result of load change under SNR of − 2

Load variation A → B (%) A → C (%) B → A (%) B → C (%) C → A (%) C → B (%) Average (%)

MFDDN 94.5 92.2 95.2 96.6 95.2 96.4 95.1

SVM 41.2 38.3 50.5 43.4 42.3 40.6 42.7

KNN 42.4 43.2 51.7 46.6 43.9 44.1 45.3

Random Forest 53.7 55.0 56.2 51.3 52.4 54.1 53.7

CNN 53.2 52.1 58.6 52.9 56.7 59.3 55.4

TICNN 89.1 87.4 90.5 91.6 89.4 92.1 89.9

MSACAE-CNN 77.6 80.3 81.5 80.4 77.6 82.1 79.9

ResNet-LSTM 78.3 80.1 79.9 76.4 84.0 81.8 80.1

IMS-FACNN 81.2 83.2 81.1 88.6 89.9 85.4 84.9

Bold represents the optimal performance under different conditions

Table 7 Maximum classification
accuracy with different
customization modules

Data set Number of frequency division denoising module Accuracy (%)

MaFaulDa n = 1 57.2

n = 2 67.1

n = 3 78.6

n = 4 78.4

CWRU n = 1 82.5

n = 2 92.8

n = 3 96.5

n = 4 95.3

Bold represents the optimal performance under different conditions
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Table 8 Model accuracy of
ablation experiments Data set Fault diagnosis model Accuracy (%)

MaFaulDa MFDDN 78.6

MFDDN-FDD-WM 71.2

MFDDN-WFDD 41.3

MFDDN-WFD 52.1

MFDDN-WN 66.7

CWRU MFDDN 96.5

MFDDN-FDD-WM 87.8

MFDDN-WFDD 74.6

MFDDN-WFD 82.8

MFDDN-WN 86.4

Bold represents the optimal performance under different conditions

Table 9 Time complexity of
MFDDN model and other models Diagnosis model Accuracy (%) Parameters FLOPs Running time (ms)

MFDDN 98.7 268,326 59.54 M 168.98

SVM 81.2 / / 54.32

Random Forest 86.3 / / 78.71

KNN 82.6 / / 67.43

TICNN 80.3 84,598 27.06 M 92.27

MSACAE-CNN 93.2 683,461 127.63 M 243.84

ResNet-LSTM 91.2 221,792 42.34 M 142.07

IMS-FACNN 82.3 117,436 32.83 M 98.50

Bold represents the optimal performance under different conditions
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